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Abstract

We propose an approach for measuring and analyzing the dynamics of the standard

aggregate wage growth of macro statistics with micro data. Our method decomposes the

aggregate wage growth into the wage growth of job stayers and into various terms related to

job and worker restructuring. This method produces explicit expressions with clear

interpretations for the various restructuring components. Using comprehensive longitudinal

employer–employee data, we study how job and worker restructuring influence the aggregate

wage growth and its cyclicality. The results highlight the importance of drawing a sharp

distinction between job and worker restructuring in the analysis of aggregate wage growth

dynamics.
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1. Introduction
Job restructuring is an important channel through which aggregate productivity growth,

and hence economic growth, takes place. This channel includes the entry of new jobs, the exit

of existing jobs, and the reallocation of resources between continuing jobs. Schumpeterian

growth models emphasize the reallocation of resources between firms (Acemoglu et al.,

2013,Lentz and Mortensen, 2008,Klette and Kortum, 2004,Aghion, Akcigit and Howitt,

2014), and empirical productivity studies have shown the quantitative importance of job

restructuring on productivity growth (Foster, Haltiwanger and Krizan, 2001,Foster,

Haltiwanger and Krizan, 2006,Baily, Bartelsman and Haltiwanger, 2001).

Although productivity and wages are closely connected to each other, the literature on

aggregate wage growth dynamics has paid little attention to the role of job restructuring.

Instead, the wage growth literature has mainly focused on the role of worker restructuring in

the cyclicality of aggregate wages. This line of research has shown that although the wages of

job stayers are mildly procyclical, aggregate wages are typically acyclical due to the

countercyclical effect of compositional changes in worker structures over the business cycle

(e.g. Bils, 1985,Solon, Barsky and Parker, 1994,Shin, 1994,Shin and Solon, 2007,Devereux,

2001).

However, the standard interpretation of these results has recently been challenged on the

grounds that the role of job restructuring has been ignored (Gertler and Trigari, 2009,Martins,

Solon and Thomas, 2012). Wages of individuals may fluctuate cyclically if the jobs that they

hold vary cyclically; this would be the case even if wages in all jobs were rigid. Carneiro,

Guimares and Portugal, (2012) found evidence suggesting that job composition has a

countercyclical effect, i.e., low-paying jobs are destroyed in recessions. Gertler and Trigari,

(2009) on the other hand found that job composition has a procyclical effect.

These micro-level studies have indicated the importance of both worker and job

restructuring for assessing the cyclicality of wages of individuals. However, they have not

considered how these compositional changes affect the aggregate wage series. As emphasized

by Blundell, Reed and Stoker, (2003), aggregate wage growth is often used in policy

discussions as a measure of change in the wellbeing of workers, but composition biases make

this interpretation untenable. The relationship between individual wages, aggregate wages,
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and worker composition bias has been studied by Daly, Hobjin and Wiles, (2011) and

Blundell, Reed and Stoker, (2003). These studies show that accounting for worker

restructuring is important for the interpretation of aggregate wage movements. These studies

have not, however, considered the role of job restructuring.

Despite the importance of job and worker restructuring in economic development in both

the short run and the long run, our knowledge is insufficient with regard to their effects on

aggregate wages. This shortfall is due to a lack of suitable tools for considering both types of

restructuring simultaneously. We propose an approach for filling this gap. We present a novel

decomposition that allows one to quantify the effects of job and worker restructuring on

aggregate wage growth with longitudinal employer–employee data that contain information

on wages and occupations. Our decomposition is related to the popular decompositions in the

literature on aggregate productivity dynamics (e.g. Foster, Haltiwanger and Krizan,

2001,Griliches and Regev, 1995) but has a better index-theoretic foundation and the

components have a clearer economic interpretation.

Our starting point, which is also the point of departure from the current literature, is that

we measure the growth rate of average wages (i.e., the standard aggregate growth rate)

separately from the average wage growth rate of job stayers. The difference between these

two measures quantifies restructuring, which can be decomposed into job and worker

restructuring, i.e. the changing composition of jobs and workers in the labor market. Clearly,

these two restructuring components are inherently linked. Our approach to disentangling

these mechanisms is to identify worker restructuring as changing worker composition within

continuing jobs (through hirings and separations). This means that worker restructuring takes

place only within fixed job structures.

Examining fixed job structures has two advantages. First, because job stayers can be

found only in continuing jobs (i.e., in fixed job structures), our approach conveniently

encompasses the analysis of wage changes among those who have retained their job match

(i.e., job stayers). Second, when the fixed parts of job structures have been identified and

their effects on wage growth have been measured, the results concerning the contribution of

changing job structures to aggregate wage growth are easy to interpret. Here our

decomposition uses similar logic to Maliranta, (2005), Böckerman and Maliranta, (2007),

Diewert and Fox, (2009) and Melitz and Polanec, (2015), who study the micro-level
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components of aggregate productivity growth. Thus, our approach links wage analysis to the

recent literature that emphasizes the role of creative destruction in economic growth.

Our decomposition can be made in two steps. In the first step, aggregate wage growth is

decomposed into wage growth within jobs and job restructuring, and these factors are

represented by 1) changing input (hours worked) shares between continuing jobs, 2) entries

of jobs, and 3) exit of jobs. In the second step, we apply the decomposition formula once

more but at a lower level of aggregation for each of the continuing jobs. This procedure

allows us to split the within component of the jobs into four worker-level sources (within,

between, entry, and exit). In addition, the decomposition involves a set of cross-term

components that renders the decomposition consistent. Although these components are

worthy of interest for the purpose of interpretation, empirically their importance is limited.

We apply our methodology to comprehensive longitudinal employer–employee data from

the Finnish manufacturing sector that cover the drastic boom-bust-boom-bust cycles between

the years 1985 and 2010. Our main findings fall into three main categories. The first category

relates to the difference between aggregate wage growth and the wage growth of job stayers.

We find that, on average, the wages of job stayers increase more rapidly than aggregate

wages. Thus, job and worker restructuring have a combined negative effect on aggregate

wage growth. This result is similar to the results of Daly, Hobjin and Wiles, (2011) and

Blundell, Reed and Stoker, (2003) in that labor market restructuring drives a wedge between

aggregate wage growth and the wage growth of individuals.

The second category concerns the effects of job restructuring (i.e., changing job

composition) and worker restructuring (i.e. changing worker composition) on aggregate

wage growth. We show the novel result that job restructuring and worker restructuring have

opposite effects on aggregate wage growth. Job restructuring has a positive contribution to

aggregate wage growth in the long run because the labor input share of high-wage jobs (i.e.,

occupations and firms that have a high level of wages) increases steadily over time via the

exit of low-wage units and the expansion of high-wage units in terms of hours worked. This

pattern can be interpreted as productivity-enhancing restructuring at the level of jobs. Worker

restructuring on the other hand contributes negatively to aggregate wage growth because

highly paid older workers retire and low-paid younger workers enter the labor markets. Of

these two restructuring components, the worker-restructuring component is dominant, and

thus restructuring has a negative contribution to the aggregate wage growth.
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The third set of results concerns the role of job and worker restructuring in the cyclical

variation of aggregate wages. We find that aggregate wage growth is much less procyclical

than the wage growth of job stayers because both job and worker composition have a strongly

countercyclical effect on aggregate wage growth. Our results explicitly determine the

magnitudes and cyclical sensitivity of the job- and worker-restructuring components of

aggregate wage growth. The earlier literature has only considered worker restructuring.

2. Related Literature
Our paper is related to several strands of the literature. In particular, this paper has direct

links to the literature on micro-level sources of aggregate productivity growth, which utilizes

various (shift-share type) methods for decomposing aggregate productivity growth into

components by gauging the contributions of entries, exits, and reallocations between

continuing firms (or plants) in conjunction with the productivity growth of continuing firms

(see e.g. Baily, Hulten and Campbell, 1992,Baily, Bartelsman and Haltiwanger, 2001,Foster,

Haltiwanger and Krizan, 2001,Foster, Haltiwanger and Krizan, 2006,Foster, Haltiwanger and

Syverson, 2008,Melitz and Polanec, 2015). These analyses illustrate the importance of

analyzing aggregate productivity growth in the context of a heterogeneous firm framework.

For excellent reviews of this literature, see Bartelsman and Doms, (2000) and Syverson,

(2011). Although our paper is similar in substance, it applies these ideas to aggregate wages,

and certain methodological extensions are needed for our current purposes (see Sections 3

and 4). In addition, firm dynamics and productivity-enhancing reallocations of resources have

central positions in the recent literature on international trade, FDI, and geography (e.g.

Melitz, 2003,Helpman, Melitz and Yeaple, 2004,Helpman, 2006,Baldwin and Okubo, 2006).

Our approach is most strongly connected to the large body of literature that examines how

the movement of aggregate wages is linked to the cyclicality of labor market dynamics. This

literature has shown that that the quality of the workforce (as measured by earnings) varies

over the business cycle because of the changing worker composition, which leads to a

smoother cyclical behavior pattern for aggregate wages (e.g. Bils, 1985,Solon, Barsky and

Parker, 1994,Shin, 1994,Shin and Solon, 2007,Devereux, 2001). This literature has also

shown that the wages of job changers are more cyclical than those of job stayers (e.g. Solon,

Barsky and Parker, 1994,Barlevy, 2001,Devereux, 2001,Devereux and Hart, 2006,Shin,

1994,Carneiro, Guimares and Portugal, 2012,Martins, Solon and Thomas, 2012).
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The role of job composition has received less attention. Cyclical movements between jobs

may affect aggregate wages even if the wages are rigid in each job and there are no changes

in worker composition (i.e., changes such that the same employees are working in different

jobs). In this case, the acyclicality of aggregate wages stems solely from job restructuring in

the economy (that is, the creation and destruction of jobs with varying productivity).

Carneiro, Guimares and Portugal, (2012) showed that adding job title dummies to wage

regressions increases the sensitivity of wages of both job stayers and new hires to the

unemployment rate, suggesting that job composition has a countercyclical effect. Gertler and

Trigari, (2009) on the other hand found that once they control for match-specific fixed

effects, the wages of new hires are not more cyclical than the wages of job stayers. Their

interpretation is that job composition has a procyclical effect. Solon, Whatley and Stevens,

(1997) and Devereux and Hart, (2006) showed that movements between positions are cyclical

even within firms.

The articles most closely related to our study are the papers by Daly, Hobjin and Wiles,

(2011) and Blundell, Reed and Stoker, (2003). Daly, Hobjin and Wiles, (2011) developed a

decomposition method that analyzes how median wage growth depends on the wage growth

of job stayers and worker restructuring. Their method also produces explicit expressions for

the various restructuring components. The key difference with our approach is that they

model median weekly earnings whereas we model a standard measure of aggregate wage

growth (i.e., the hours-weighted average). Furthermore, they do not consider job

restructuring, which plays a key role in our analysis.

Blundell, Reed and Stoker, (2003) used a sample selection model to decompose the

logarithm of average wage to the average of log wages of individuals and three bias terms.

The first term reflects the bias arising from taking expectations of logarithmic variables and is

related to wage dispersion. The second term captures changes in worker composition, and the

third term captures the bias from the heterogeneity in hours worked. An important substantive

difference to our work is that they did not consider job restructuring. The methodological

approaches are also quite different.

3. Micro-Level Mechanisms and Their Measurement
The basic idea in the decomposition is to decompose aggregate wage growth into the

wage growth of job stayers ( )JS and job and worker restructuring, i.e.,
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Job restructuring +Worker restructuring.t JSW WD = D + In our terminology, a unit refers to an

occupation group in a firm, a job refers to an employment position in a unit that is filled by a

worker, and a job stayer is an employee who stays in the same unit for two consecutive time

periods.

The decomposition is performed in two steps: first at the level of units (i) and then at the

level of workers (j) for the continuing units. In the first step, tWD  is decomposed into wage

growth within units ( )iWH  and job restructuring, which is represented by 1) the changing

input (hours worked) shares between ( )iB the continuing units; 2) the entry ( ) iN of units;

and 3) the exit ( ) iX of units. Moreover, the decomposition includes four cross terms ( )iC

such that there is one for each of the four components described above. These cross terms

make the sum of the decomposition equal to the standard aggregate measure of wage growth.

Importantly, they permit a useful interpretation of the main components of interest. In

symbolic terms, the first step is

t i i i i iW WH B N X CD = + + + +  .

In the second step, which is similar to the first step, iWH is further decomposed into worker-

level sources as follows:

i j j j j jWH WH B N X C= + + + +  .

Next, we present details of the decomposition. A numerical illustration of the method is

presented in the Supplementary material available as an Online Appendix.

3.1 Job-Worker Decomposition
Ultimately, we are interested in the standard measure of the aggregate wage per labor

input in year t, or tW , which can be presented formally as follows:

ijt ijti j
t

ijti j

w h
W

h

×
=
å å
å å

 , (1)

where ijtw  is the hourly wage, and ijth  represents the hours worked by worker j  who works

in unit i  (e.g., on a certain task in a certain firm) in year t .
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Our goal is to measure the growth rate of the standard aggregate wage between years s

and t. Typically, this type of measurement is performed using a log difference; however,

following the example of Davis and Haltiwanger, (1992), we convert wage growth into a

growth rate using the average wage as a denominator. This conversion provides us with a

close approximation of the standard measure of the growth rate (e.g., the log-difference of the

absolute aggregate wage levels between two consecutive years). As we aggregate normal

absolute wages instead of log wages, we avoid the typical log bias, which is potentially

troublesome in these types of analyses even though it is usually ignored (see Section 3.1.2.

and Section 4 in the Supplementary material for a more detailed discussion).

3.1.1 Step 1: Unit-level decomposition (for unit i)

The aggregate wage growth rate may be decomposed into unit-level sources using the

following formula:

( )
( ) { }

( )( ) { }

( )

( ) { }

( )

( ) { }

{ }

( )

( ) ( )
( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

ln

 cross terms of jobs

t t s

ts

it isC i i
iti C i

it

C i C i iit
it is C ii C i

t

C i
tit i

it C ii N i
t

C i
s is i

is C ii X i
s

i

W W W
W W

w w
s WH

w
ws s B

W

w W
s N

W

W w
s X

W
C

Î

Î

Î

Î

-
@ =

-
+

- +

-
+

-
+

å

å

å

å

(2)

where it
it

iti

hs
h

=
å

, is
is

isi

hs
h

=
å

, ( )

( )

C i it
it

iti C i

hs
h

Î

=
å

, ( )( ) ( ) ( )0.5C i C i C i
it is its s s= + ,

ijt ijtj
it

ijtj

w h
w

h

×
=
å
å

, ( )0.5t is itw w w= + ; ( )( )

( )

it iti C iC i
t

iti C i

w h
W

h
Î

Î

×
=
å
å

, and ( )( ) ( ) ( )0.5
C i C i C i

t s tW W W= +

Furthermore, i refers to a unit, j refers to a worker, t refers to an end period, s refers to an

initial period (e.g., in the case of annual changes, s = t – 1), ( )C i  refers to the group of

continuing units (that existed in both t and s), ( )N i  refers to the group of entering units (that
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existed in t but not in s), and ( )X i  refers to the group of exiting units (that existed in s but

not in t). Thus, ( )C i
its  indicates the share of hours worked of unit i among all continuing units

in year t.

The formula makes use of a Bennet, (1920) type of decomposition of the aggregate wage

growth in the continuing units (see the second and third rows). This feature is important for

our decomposition because the Bennet index has strong justifications from axiomatic theory,

as shown by Diewert, (2005). This fact also makes our approach related to formulas used in

the analysis of aggregate productivity growth (Maliranta, 2005,Böckerman and Maliranta,

2007,Diewert and Fox, 2009) and in the analysis of skill upgrading (Vainiomäki, 1999). Our

formula differs from certain popular alternatives proposed in the literature with respect to the

interpretation of the components, particularly the within component (Foster, Haltiwanger and

Krizan, 2001,Balk, 2003,see Baily, Hulten and Campbell, 1992,Griliches and Regev, 1995).

However, the formula applied in this paper is particularly suitable for our purpose because we

require a measure of the wage growth of job stayers that is distinct from the effects arising

from entries and exits (as for a discussion, see Melitz and Polanec, 2015,Maliranta, 2003).

The first component shown in the second row of (2) is the within component of the jobs,

which indicates the weighted average of the wage growth rates of the units. By definition, it

holds that ( )
( ) 1C i

iti C i
s

Î
=å , which indicates that the within component represents the growth

rate of an average hour worked in the continuing units. Notably,

( )
( )

( )
( ) ( ) lnit isC i C i it

it iti C i i C i
it is

w w ws s
w wÎ Î

-
@å å . In our empirical application, the absolute

difference in the annual growth rates of these alternative measures is always less than 0.02

percentage points.

The third row presents the between component, which measures the contribution of

changes in the composition of hours worked between the continuing units. This contribution

is positive (negative) if those continuing units that have a relatively high wage level, i.e.,

( ) 1it
C i

t

w

W
> , have increased (decreased) their share of hours worked among the continuing

units, i.e., ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )C i C i C i C i
it is it iss s s s> < .
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The fourth row indicates the entry component of the units, and the fifth row indicates the

exit component (i.e., the exit of units). The entry component is positive if the wage level of

the new units is higher than the wage level of the continuing units in the year in which they

appear, and this component is negative if the new units’ wage level is lower than the

continuing units’ wage level in the year in which they appear. The magnitude of the

component depends on the hour share of the new units, i.e., ( ) 1iti N i
s

Î
£å . Analogously, the

exit component is positive if the wage level of the exiting units is lower than the wage level

in the units that will continue in the next period and negative if this wage level is higher than

the corresponding wage level in the continuing units; the magnitude depends on the hour

share of the exiting units, i.e., ( ) 1isi X i
s

Î
£å . An important feature of the decomposition is

that the entry and exit components are mutually symmetric and have clear interpretations.

These characteristics are present because both components are based on comparisons with

continuing units at a relevant point in time (i.e., the initial year for an exit and the end year

for an entry).

The decomposition can be applied to either real or nominal wages. The restructuring

components are practically unaffected by the choice of the deflator because they measure

nominal wage levels relative to the average. As a concrete demonstration, we performed

decompositions both with nominal wages and real wages (deflated with consumer prices) and

found that the absolute difference in the between components is always less than 0.008

percentage points. Naturally, the difference in (i.e., growth) terms, e.g., the aggregate wage

growth and the wage growth of job stayers, is affected by the choice of the deflator.

3.1.2 The cross terms

The components presented above are purposely derived in these forms to permit a useful

interpretation. As a consequence, this decomposition also includes a set of correction

components called “cross terms.” The cross terms arise from the use of absolute wages and

not their logs, which is typical. The cross terms provide measures of the bias (i.e., the

discrepancy with the standard aggregate wage growth rate) that emerge when aggregation is

performed using log wages. A more detailed analysis of the log-bias is included in the

Supplementary material.
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( )
( ) { }

( )( ) { }

( )

( ) { }

( )

( )

( )

( )
( ) ( )

( )

( )
( )

( )

( )
( )

( )

cross terms of units =

tit isC i iit
iti C i

tit

C i
t tC i C i iit

it is C ii C i
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C i
C itit t t i

it C ii N i
tt

C i
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w w w Ws CWH
w W

w W Ws s CB
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w W W Ws CN
WW

W w W Ws
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Î

Î

Î

Î

æ ö- -
+ç ÷

è ø
æ ö-ç ÷- +
ç ÷
è ø

- æ ö-ç ÷ +
ç ÷
è ø

- æ -
ç
è

å

å

å

å { }iCX
ö
÷

ç ÷
ø

(3)

In addition to making all components add up closely to the standard aggregate measure of

the wage growth rate, these components also have economic interpretations. In particular, the

first component in the second row of Equation (3) is associated with the within component

(referred to as the cross term of the within component of the units and denoted by iCWH ). If

units with relatively low wage levels have a tendency to have higher wage growth rates (i.e.,

if there is a type of “ -convergence” [Barro and Sala-i-Martin, (1992)] in the wage levels

among continuing units), then the cross term of the within component is negative. The reason

for this is that if two units are of identical size and have identical wage growth rates, a unit

that has a lower wage level makes a smaller contribution to the standard aggregate wage

growth. In other words, if low-wage units have higher wage growth rates, then the within

component, which is measured by the weighted average growth rate of the units, overstates

the contribution of the wage growth of the units to the standard aggregate wage growth.

3.1.3 Step 2: Worker-level decomposition

The within component in equation (2) is not ideal for measuring the wage growth of stayers

because it indicates the average rate of the wage growth of the continuing units. An important

insight derived from our decomposition is that job stayers can be found exclusively in

continuing units, and the contributions of these job stayers to the wage growth of the unit can

be measured identically to how the contributions of continuing units to aggregate wage

growth are measured.

In this step, we apply the decomposition formula once more, but it is now applied at a lower

level of aggregation for each of the continuing units. This variation allows us to split the

b
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within component of the units into four worker-level sources. The first of these sources is the

within component of job stayers, the second is the changing input shares between job stayers

within the continuing units, the third is the entry of workers (i.e., newly hired workers) into

the continuing units, and the fourth is the exit of workers (i.e., the separation of workers)

from the continuing units. Formally, this partition of the sources can be written as follows:

( )
( ) { }

( )

( ) { }

( ) ( ) { }

( )

( ) { }

( )

( )

( ) ( )
( )

( ) ( ) ( )
( )( )

( )
( )

( )( )

( )
( )

( )

it isC i i
iti C i

it

ijt ijsC i C j j
it ijti C i j C j

ijt

ijtC i C j C j j
it ijt ijs C ji C i j C j

it

C j
ijt itC i j

it ijt C ji C i j N j
it

C j
isC i

is ijti C i j X j

w w
s WH

w

w w
s s WH

w
w

s s s B
w

w w
s s N

w

w
s s

Î

Î Î

Î Î

Î Î

Î Î

-
=

-
+

- +

-
+

-

å

å å

å å

å å

å å
( ) { }

{ }
( )

cross terms of workers

ijs j
C j

is

j

w
X

w

C

+

(4)

where (j)

( )

ijtC
ijt

ijtj C j

h
s

h
Î

=
å

, ( )( ) ( ) ( )0.5C j C j C j
ijt ijs ijts s s= + , ( )0.5ijt ijs ijtw w w= + ,

( )( )

( )

ijt ijtj C jC j
it

ijtj C j

w h
w

h
Î

Î

×
=
å
å

, and ( )( ) ( ) ( )0.5C j C j C j
it is itw w w= + . In these equations, j refers to a

worker, ( )C j  refers to the group of job stayers (who worked in the same occupation and

firm in t and s), ( )N j  refers to the group of hired workers (who worked in the unit in t but

not in s), and ( )X j  refers to the group of separated workers (who worked in the unit in s but

not in t).

The second row of Formula (4) indicates our measure of the wage growth of the stayers,

which is a weighted average of their wage growth rate in accordance with the Divisia index

principle. Note that we have the important property ( )
( ) ( )

( )
1C i C i

it ijti C i j C j
s s

Î Î
=å å , which

indicates that the within component represents the growth rate of the hourly wage earned by

an average job stayer in a continuing firm.
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The third row is the between component of workers, which is positive when there is a

positive relationship between the wage level and the change in hours worked among job

stayers within continuing units. The fourth row is the entry component of workers, which is

positive when newly hired workers have a higher wage level on average than job stayers in

the unit into which they have been hired. The fifth row is the exit component of workers,

which is positive when separating workers have a lower wage level on average than the job

stayers in the unit from which they have separated.

Similar to the decomposition of the unit-level sources, the components that measure

worker-level sources of wage growth include the following cross terms:
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Equations (2)–(5) together give a decomposition of the standard aggregate wage growth

rate that includes separate components for job and worker restructuring.

4. Data
We use wage data from the Confederation of Finnish Industries (EK), , which is the

central organization of employer associations. The main industries covered by the data are

manufacturing, construction, energy, and transportation2. The member firms of the EK

employ the majority of employees in the manufacturing sector. The wage data are based on

an annual survey of employers; with the exception of the smallest firms, a response from

member firms is mandatory. The data cover the years 1985–2010. Wage data are used in

2 Table A1 in the Supplementary material given in the Online Appendix show the detailed industry

composition.
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collective bargaining and form the basis for the private sector wage structure data maintained

by Statistics Finland, which is the country’s statistical authority. Thus, the information that

we use comes from the wage records of firms and is highly reliable. We concentrate on the

manufacturing sector. On average, the data contain approximately 250,000 individuals and

1,100 firms annually.

The data include detailed information on wages, job titles, and unique person and firm

identifiers and form a linked employer–employee panel that allows people to be followed

over time, possibly as they work for different firms. Thus, these data contain all of the

necessary information to implement our methods.

Wage variables differ for blue-collar and white-collar employees. For blue-collar

employees, the data include three separate measures of hourly wages (fixed hourly wages,

reward rates, and piece rates) and the hours worked during the quarter of the year of the

survey. The figures for earnings include overtime pay and various wage supplements (e.g.,

Sunday compensation) but exclude bonuses. Hourly earnings are calculated as wages divided

by hours worked. For white-collar employees, hourly earnings are calculated as the monthly

earnings (inclusive of the base salary and some minor wage supplements) divided by the

contract hours; bonuses are excluded from these figures as well.

The job titles for white-collar employees are uniform throughout the various industries.

Prior to 2002, there were 75 job titles in use. There are now 56 titles in use due to reforms in

job titles that occurred in 2002. As a result, 2002 is omitted from all analyses in which job

titles are required. For blue-collar workers, job titles are often specific to an industry and

there are 141 titles in the data throughout the entire period of observation. The average

number of job titles for white-collar and blue-collar employees in a given firm weighted by

the hours worked in the firm (the corresponding unweighted numbers are in parentheses)

from 1995–2010 is 40 (17) and 6 (4), respectively.

Because the data source does not cover the entire manufacturing sector (as not all firms

are members of the EK), we assessed the representativeness of these data by comparing the

aggregate wage series to figures from another data set. Comparisons of EK data with the

official index of wage and salary earnings (from Statistics Finland) that is presented in Figure

1 indicate that our data give a representative picture of the standard aggregate wage growth in

the manufacturing sector. The similarity of these two series is noteworthy for two reasons.
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First, because the growth rate of wages measured with EK data refers to average wages, these

figures include the effect of restructuring, whereas the index of wage earnings attempts to

eliminate the effect of restructuring3. Second, the data underlying the index of wage and

salary earnings are somewhat more comprehensive because they include other data sources

(e.g., for smaller firms) in addition to EK data.

[Insert Figure 1 about here]

5. Results

5.1 Micro-Components of Aggregate Wage Growth
Table 1 presents the average annual nominal aggregate wage growth rate and its

components separately for the years 1985-1995 and1995–2010. The first period concerns

years of rapid wage growth, enabled by high productivity growth of a catching-up country

and high inflation, enabled by own currency. In the latter period wage growth was

substantially lower (see also Figure 1). A more detailed decomposition is given in the

Supplementary material in Table A4. Five main findings presented in this table are notable.

First, the aggregate wage growth rate is lower than the wage growth rate of job stayers

(3.91% vs. 4.17% during the period 1995–2010). Thus, the sum of the job- and worker-

restructuring effects is negative (–0.26 during 1995–2010). Second, job restructuring has an

important effect on aggregate wage growth (0.55% in the years 1995–2010, excluding the

effect of the cross terms). This result is mainly due to the between component of the units—

high-wage units have increased their share of hours worked. The entry of new units has a

small negative effect, implying that entering units have had wages that were below average.

The exit effect is positive, which means that exiting units have been predominantly low-wage

units. These findings have parallels in the productivity literature that shows the importance of

reallocations of resources for productivity growth (see e.g. Foster, Haltiwanger and Krizan,

2001).

Third, worker restructuring within units has a significant negative effect as a result of the

large negative impact of worker entries, which indicates that newly hired workers typically

3 The index of wage earnings uses fixed weights based on the following classifications: sector, industry,

salaried employees, hourly paid employees, and statistical source. Thus, changes in the relative sizes of the

classes formed by these variables do not affect the index.
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earn less than job stayers in the unit. However, the exit effect of workers is positive, which

indicates that separating workers currently earn less than the job stayers of a unit on average.

However, the net entry effect (the sum of the entry and exit effects) is clearly negative (–

0.75% in the years 1995–2010). Fourth, the cross terms have only a small effect on the

aggregate wage growth. Fifth, the basic patterns in the components are similar over the

periods 1995–2010 and 1985–1995.

[Insert Table 1 around here]

5.2 Cyclicality of the Components
The numbers shown in Table 1 hide the temporal patterns of the components. To study

the cyclicality of the components, we follow the econometric approach taken in the literature

on wage flexibility as closely as possible.

The most common approach taken in the literature is a two-stage estimation approach

(Solon, Barsky and Parker, 1994,Solon, Whatley and Stevens, 1997,Shin and Solon,

2007,Devereux, 2001,Devereux and Hart, 2006,Pissarides, 2009,Haefke, Sonntag and van

Rens, 2013,Kudlyak, 2014). In the first stage, individual data is used to estimate average

annual change in log real hourly earnings. This estimate is obtained from time dummies in a

linear regression model. In the second stage, the time series formed by these time dummies is

regressed on a constant, time trend and a business cycle indicator. The national

unemployment rate is a typical indicator of the business cycle, but labor productivity has

become popular in more recent macroeconomic literature (e.g.Pissarides, 2009,Haefke,

Sonntag and van Rens, 2013). GDP growth is also used in the literature (e.g. Solon, Whatley

and Stevens, 1997).

In our application, the decomposition corresponds to the first stage described above. In

the second stage, we regress each of the 12 components in Table 1 on constant, time trend

and a business cycle indicators. Following the literature, we use national unemployment rate,

labor productivity in manufacturing and GDP growth as business cycle indicators. In the

regressions, the aggregate wage growth and the wage growth of the job stayers are deflated

by the consumer price index. The restructuring components are unaffected by deflation, as

explained in section 3.1.1.
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The coefficients of business cycle indicators and their statistical significance levels are

reported in Table 2. By construction, the coefficients are mutually related based on the job–

worker decomposition (presented in Equations (2)–(5)), which is shown in Table 1.

[Insert Table 2 around here]

The first part of the table reports the results obtained using the first difference of the

unemployment rate. This illustrates a number of important findings. First, there is a negative

relationship between the standard aggregate wage growth and the unemployment rate (the

coefficient is -0.47), which indicates that there is some procyclical flexibility in aggregate

wages.

Second, the coefficient of the within component is highly statistically significant and

substantially larger in absolute value compared to the aggregate wage growth, which

indicates procyclical flexibility in the wages of the job stayers. The coefficient implies that a

one percentage point increase in the unemployment rate decreases the wage growth of the job

stayers by 0.7 percentage points. Comparing this result to the result on aggregate wages

shows that aggregate wages are smoothed by job and worker restructuring. The finding that

the wages of job stayers are more procyclical than aggregate wages is similar to the findings

of Solon, Barsky and Parker, (1994) and Shin, (1994). Moreover, our finding that the wages

of job stayers are almost twice as cyclically sensitive as aggregate wages is similar to the

findings in these studies regarding the differences between the results using aggregate data

and microdata. Indeed, our finding that the wages of job stayers are cyclically flexible is

similar to the findings of Devereux and Hart, (2006). However, our results show less cyclical

sensitivity than their results from the United Kingdom.

Third, in our approach the differences in the aggregate wage and job stayer wage

flexibilities can be attributed to the countercyclical pattern of job and worker restructuring

effects. When using the unemployment rate as a business cycle indicator, we see that worker

restructuring demonstrates a strong countercyclical pattern. The sign of the coefficient of the

job restructuring component indicates countercyclicality, but it is not statistically significant.

Fourth, the countercyclical pattern of the worker-restructuring effect can almost entirely

be attributed to the countercyclical contributions of entrants, when business cycles are gauged

by the unemployment rate. New entrants have a more negative effect on the aggregate wage

level of their jobs in upturns than in downturns. There are two potential channels for this
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cyclical asymmetry. The wage gap between the hired workers and the job stayers may be

larger (in favor of job stayers), or the employment share of the hired workers may be larger

during upturns than it is during downturns.

Fifth, when business cycle fluctuations are measured by labor productivity, we see that

the countercyclical pattern of restructuring effect can mostly be attributed to that of job

restructuring. In other words, our approach shows that different business cycle indicators are

related to aggregate wage dynamics through different restructuring mechanisms;

unemployment operates through worker restructuring and productivity growth through the

job restructuring effect. It is also seen that the cyclicality of job restructuring is driven by the

between-component. One interpretation of this finding is that the share of low-productivity

jobs decreases during downturns. Since these jobs typically also pay low wages, job

restructuring increases aggregate wages during recessions. Sixth, when the growth rate of

GDP is used as an indicator of business cycles, the results show that the aggregate wages are

acyclical, the wages of job stayers are procyclical, and both restructuring components are

countercyclical.

To complement the regression analysis, Figure 2 shows the effect of job restructuring (in

this paper, the sum of the between, entry, and exit components) over time. To interpret the

business cycle, the figure displays the change in the hours worked in manufacturing that is

measured in the national accounts. Because it is presented on a reversed scale, the close co-

movement of the two series indicates a strong countercyclicality in the effect of job

restructuring. The figure shows that job restructuring has an important role in the growth of

aggregate wages. The effect is typically positive but varies over the business cycle. The effect

of job restructuring has a countercyclical pattern; it is highest during recessions (in 1990–

1991, 2001, and 2008–2009) and the most negative in sharp upturns (1994).

[Insert Figure 2 around here]

Figure 3 shows that the effect of worker restructuring is also countercyclical, implying

that worker restructuring smooths aggregate wage changes. This result corroborates earlier

findings in the literature, but we also considered the distinct role of job restructuring. More

specifically, our results show that worker restructuring has a strong countercyclical effect on

wages within jobs.

[Insert Figure 3 around here]
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5.3 The Quality of Labor Input and Job Restructuring
The growth-accounting literature provides a method to compute how labor quality has

contributed to economic growth (e.g. Ho and Jorgenson, 1999). The idea is to compute a

volume index of labor input that takes into account the quality of hours worked, i.e., to

construct a quality-adjusted measure of labor input. The measurement is based on a cross-

classification of hours worked that is formed using worker characteristics (usually gender,

age, education, and self-employment status). The index is measured by computing a weighted

average of the changes of hours worked by the groups. The weight of each group in each

period is given by the average share of compensation so that changes in high-wage hours are

given a greater weight than low-wage hours. As a result, changes in the compositional

structure toward high-wage employment groups have a positive effect on the quality-adjusted

labor input index. Growth in labor quality is defined as the difference between the growth of

the quality-adjusted labor input and the growth in a quality-unadjusted raw measure of hours

worked.

The approach of our decomposition method is not to examine the quality-adjusted

changes in the volume of labor input but the price of hours worked, i.e., wage growth. Our

decomposition includes a component for measuring the contribution of the compositional

changes in jobs (i.e., job restructuring) to the change in the average wage. As such, it

provides an indicator of the change in the average job quality. Because the structure of job

characteristics (occupational structure, in particular) is closely linked to the structure of

employment characteristics (educational and wage structures, in particular), we might expect

that the changes in labor quality measured by the growth -accounting methodology will be

closely related to the changes in job quality measured by our wage decomposition.

Figure 4 confirms this hypothesis, especially after 1995. The figure shows a striking

similarity to the job restructuring component in terms of both short-run variations and long-

run trends, which is remarkable given that the two alternative measures of labor input or

quality growth are based on different approaches (our wage decomposition vs. traditional

growth accounting) and different data (EK data vs. the register and survey data underlying

the National Accounts). Therefore, an empirical comparison with the job restructuring
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component of aggregate wage growth reveals a close link to the growth accounting literature

that examines the contribution of labor quality growth to aggregate productivity growth.

However, as our indicator includes three distinct subcomponents that measure job

restructuring (entry, exit, and between components), it augments the interpretation of the

underlying dynamics.

[Insert Figure 4 around here]

6. Conclusion
Aggregate wage growth and its cyclicality depend on job and worker restructuring. The

previous literature on aggregate wage dynamics has considered the role of the latter factor but

ignored the former. We propose an approach that decomposes aggregate wage growth to its

micro-level components and shows the contributions of job stayers, job restructuring, and

worker restructuring. This method produces explicit expressions with clear interpretations for

both job and worker restructuring components.

We show that both job and worker restructuring matter for aggregate wage growth. The

importance of restructuring is demonstrated seen in the result that aggregate wage growth is

slower than the wage growth of job stayers. This difference would be zero if there were no

job and worker restructuring. We also show that these two types of restructuring have

contrary implications for aggregate wage growth. Job restructuring increases aggregate wage

growth mainly because existing high-wage units increase their relative employment share.

Worker restructuring, on the other hand, tends to decrease aggregate wage growth. This effect

is mainly the result of the entries of new workers—the effect of the exits is smaller.

Our approach provides novel insights into the macroeconomic literature considering the

cyclicality of wages at the macro level by use of different indicators of business fluctuations.

Our empirical analysis shows that both job and worker restructuring play a role in the

cyclicality of aggregate wages, but that their importance depends on whether business cycles

are measured by unemployment, labor productivity growth, or GDP growth; worker

restructuring stands out when unemployment is used, job restructuring with labor

productivity growth is used and both when GDP growth is used. However, irrespective of the

business cycle indicator, the wages of job stayers exhibit significantly more procyclical

patterns than aggregate wages.
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Figure 1. Nominal wage growth in manufacturing
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Table 1. Components of aggregate wage growth by job–worker decomposition: annual
averages and percentage points

1995–2010 1985–1995

Aggregate WHj (within
job stayers)

Job
restructuring

Worker
restructuring Aggregate Within

(job stayers)
Job

restructuring
Worker

restructuring

3.91 4.17 0.55 –0.82 6.09 6.27 0.29 –0.47
Restructuring components

between (B) 0.46 –0.02 0.35 –0.01
entry (N) –0.02 –1.02 –0.14 –0.84
exit (X) 0.12 0.27 0.14 0.40
cross terms (C) –0.01 –0.04 –0.06 –0.02

Note: The year 2002 is absent because of the break in our data.
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Table 2. Regression coefficients of business cycle indicators and components based on job–
worker decomposition

Note: The table reports regression coefficients. Asterisks denote statistical significance (*
p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. All of the regressions include the growth rate of consumer
prices and the time trend as explanatory variables; there were 24 observations (2002 was
excluded because of the break in our data).

Aggregate
Within

(job stayers)
Job

restructuring
Worker

restructuring
-0.470** -0.702*** 0.066 0.166***

Restructuring components
between (B) -0.023 0.003
entry (N) -0.026 0.142***
exit (X) 0.106 0.010
cross-terms  (C) 0.008 0.011***

Aggregate
Within

(job stayers)
Job

restructuring
Worker

restructuring
-0.073 0.021 -0.069*** -0.025*

Restructuring components
between (B) -0.076*** -0.001
entry (N) 0.020 -0.012
exit (X) -0.011 -0.015***
cross-terms  (C) -0.001 0.002**

Aggregate
Within

(job stayers)
Job

restructuring
Worker

restructuring
0.121 0.309*** -0.101** -0.087***

Restructuring components
between (B) -0.081* -0.002
entry (N) 0.030 -0.066***
exit (X) -0.049 -0.017**
cross-terms  (C) -0.001 -0.002

Unemployment

Labor Productivity  in Manufacturing

GDP of the economy
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Figure 2. Job restructuring components over time.

NOTE: Figures for the growth of hours worked in the manufacturing sector were obtained
from the National Accounts (NA) of Statistics Finland. The right-hand scale is reversed. The
numbers for labor-input growth rates refer to the annual averages, whereas our data refer to
the final quarter of the year. The job restructuring effect in the year 2002 is interpolated
because of the break in the time series.
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Figure 3. Patterns in the effect of worker restructuring measured by job–worker
decomposition in percentage points.

NOTE: Figures for the growth of hours worked in the manufacturing sector were obtained
from the National Accounts (NA) of Statistics Finland. The right-hand scale is reversed. The
numbers for labor-input growth rates refer to the annual averages, whereas our data refer to
the final quarter of the year. The worker restructuring effect in the year 2002 is interpolated
because of the break in the time series.
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Figure 4. The wage effect of job restructuring and the labor quality effect.

NOTE: Notes: Annual figures for labor quality estimates in the manufacturing sector are
obtained from Statistics Finland. Computations are based on the cross-tabulations of labor
input into 18 groups (by age, education and gender). The job restructuring effect in the year
2002 is interpolated because of the break in the time series.
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